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Graphical Image of NN force

Image Bank (ph004), School of Science, University of Tokyo

What simple regularity can we find 

from such a complexity ?



11Li

stability line

Nuclear Chart
- Left Lower Part -

At early stage of physics on exotic
nuclei, lighter (small Z) nuclei were 
the main focus

Stability line and drip lines are
not far from each other

Physics of loosely bound neutrons,
e.g., halo



Neutron halo

11Li 208Pb

About same
radius

Strong tunneling of loosely bound 
excess neutrons



Nuclear Chart
- Left Lower Part -

wider area

11Li

For Z larger, more
exotic isotopes.

13 or more
for Mg

Question : Are they just like stable nuclei ?

As we go up with Z on the nuclear chart, 
there are more exotic isotopes.

Most of these nuclei are well bound



How does the nuclear force work 

in neutron-rich exotic nuclei ?

What can we learn about the nuclear 

force from exotic nuclei ?

- Tensor force

- 3-body force             -> Achim Schwenk’s talk 



Spin-orbit splitting
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HO potential
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From undergraduate nuclear-physics course, 

density saturation 
+ short-range NN interaction
+ spin-orbit splitting

Mayer-Jensen’s magic number
with rather constant gaps

(except for gradual A dependence)

robust feature ->  no way out



• Monopole component of the NN interaction

Averaged over possible orientations

As N or Z is changed to a large extent in exotic nuclei, 
the shell structure is changed (evolved) by 

Strasbourg group made a major contribution in initiating systematic use of the 
monopole interaction. (Poves and Zuker, Phys. Rep. 70, 235 (1981))

<nj’ > can be ~ 10 in exotic nuclei  
->  effect quite relevant to neutron-rich exotic nuclei 

nj’ : # of particles in j’Linearity:  Shift



VT = (τ1τ2) ( [σ1σ2](2) Y(2) (Ω) ) Z(r)

contributes 
only to S=1 states relative motion

ρ meson (~ π+π) : minor (~1/4) cancellation 

π meson : primary source

π σ .σ .

Ref: Osterfeld, Rev. Mod. Phys. 64, 491 (92)

Tensor Interaction by pion exchange

Yukawa



How does the tensor force work ?

Spin of each nucleon    is parallel, because the 
total spin must be S=1

The potential has the following dependence on 
the angle θ with respect to the total spin S.

V ~ Y2,0 ~ 1 – 3 cos2θ

attraction
θ=0

repulsion
θ=π/2

θ
S

relative
coordinate



Monopole effects due to the tensor force
- An intuitive picture -

wave function of relative motion

large relative momentum small relative momentum

attractive repulsive

spin of nucleon

TO et al.,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 232502 (2005)
j> = l + ½,  j< = l – ½



wave function when two nucleons interact

k1 k2

k1k2

- approx. by linear motion -

k = k1 – k2 ,   K = k1 + k2

large relative
momentum k

strong damping

wave function
of  relative 
coordinate

k1k2

wave function
of  relative 
coordinate

small relative
momentum k

loose damping

k1k2



j> = l + ½ 

j< = l – ½

j’<
proton

neutron

j’>

General rule of 
monopole interaction 

of the tensor force

Identity for tensor monopole interaction

(2j> +1) vm,T + (2j< +1) vm,T =  0
( j’ j>) ( j’ j<)

vm,T : monopole strength for isospin T

TO. et al.,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 232502 (2005)



From a comparison to shell model interactions which can 
reproduce many experimental data in sd and pf shells, 
an extremely simple interaction “Monopole-based 
Universal Interaction  V MU has been introduced. 

The same interaction for all nuclei

range = 1 fm



S. Weinberg,  PLB 251, 288 (1990)

Tensor force is explicit

Central force:
strongly renormalized

finite 
range
(Gaussian)

In nuclei

π + ρ
exchange

Similarity to Chiral Perturbation of QCD



G-matrix 
(H.-Jensen)

central part of
VMU

Tensor force 
(π+ρ exchange)

T=0 monopole interactions in the pf shell

f-f p-p f-p

GXPF1A
shell-model int.



monopole component of 

tensor force in nuclear medium 

monopole component of 

tensor force in free space

almost equal ?



Treatment of tensor force by V low k and Q box (3rd order)

Monopole component 
of tensor interactions 
in pf shell

V low k :  Bogner, Kuo, Schwenk

short-range correlation
by V low k

in-medium correction
with intermediate states
(> 10 hw,  3rd order)

Bare (AV8’)

only for comparison



Test by experiments



Z =51 (= 50 + 1) isotopes

No mean field theory,  (Skyrme, 
Gogny, RMF) explained this before. 

h11/2 - h11/2

h11/2 - g7/2 attractive

repulsive

An example with 51Sb isotopes

tensor force 
(splitting increased by ~ 2 MeV)

change driven 
by neutrons in 1h11/2



Neutron single-particle energies at N=20 for Z=8~20

Z

8 14
Z

16 20

These single-particle
energies are “normal”

f7/2-p3/2 2~3 MeV
N=20 gap ~ 6 MeV 

en
er

gy
 (M

eV
)

d5/2 s1/2 d3/2

16

20

solid line : full 
(central + tensor)

dashed line : central only

p3/2 low

Tensor force makes
changes more dramatic.



Increase of 2+ excitation
energy  



Consistent with recent experiment

One of the Day 1 experiments at RIBF by Nakamura et al.

- Position of p3/2



Monte Carlo Shell Model (MCSM) results have been obtained 
by the SDPF-M interaction for the full-sd + f7/2 + p3/2 space.

Expansion
of the

territory

Effective N=20 gap
between sd and pf shells 

CaO Ne Mg

SDPF-M (1999)

WBB (1990)

~2MeV
~5MeV

Neyens et al. 2005 Mg
Tripathi et al. 2005 Na
Dombradi et al. 2006 Ne
Terry et al. 2007 Ne



From
Grawe, 
EPJA25,
357

g9/2 occupied

E 
(M

eV
)

N

Central Gaussian
+ Tensor

solid line:
full effect

dotted line:
central only

Crossing here
is consistent
with exp. on
Cu isotopes

Proton single-particles levels of Ni isotopes 

shaded area :
effect of 
tensor force



solid line : full 
(central + tensor)

dashed line : central only

shaded area :
effect of tensor force

Shell structure of a key nucleus 100Sn

Exp.  d5/2 and g7/2 should be close
Seweryniak et al.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 022504 (2007)
Gryzywacz et al.

Zr Sn



Potential Energy Surface

s1/2
Z=28 gap is 
reduced alsoproton

neutron
f7/2d3/2

d5/2

full

Tensor force removed
from cross-shell interaction

Strong oblate
Deformation ?

Otsuka, Suzuki and Utsuno,
Nucl. Phys. A805, 127c (2008)

exp.

42
14Si28

42Si

Other calculations
show a variety of shapes. 42Si: B. Bastin, S. Grévy et al.,

PRL 99 (2007) 022503

Si isotopes
SM calc. by Utsuno et al.



Three-body force
and 

exotic nuclei
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Neutron number 

Nuclear Chart
- Left Lower Part -

Why is the drip line of 
Oxygen so near ?



Single-Particle Energy for Oxygen isotopes

Utsuno, O., Mizusaki, Honma, 
Phys. Rev. C 60, 054315 (1999)

G-matrix+ core-pol. : Kuo,  Brown SDPF-M

- G-matrix + fit -

V low-k : Bogner, Schwenk, Kuo

trend

by microscopic eff. int. by phenomenological eff. int.

USD-B Brown and Richter, 
Phys. Rev. C 74, 034315 (2006)



What is the origin of 
the repulsive modification of 

T=1 monopole matrix elements ?

A solution within bare 2-body interaction 
is very unlikely

(considering efforts made so far) 
Zuker, Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 042502 (2003)

3-body interaction

The same puzzle as in the pf shell



The clue :  Fujita-Miyazawa 3N mechanism
(Δ-hole excitation)

Δ particle
m=1232 MeV
S=3/2,  I=3/2

Δ

N N N
π

π

Miyazawa, 2007



Renormalization of NN interaction 
due to Δ excitation in the intermediate state

Δ

T=1
attraction 

between NN
effectively

Modification to
bare NN interaction
(for NN scattering)



Pauli blocking effect on the renormalization of 
single-particle energy

Pauli Forbidden
The effect is
suppressed

m

Δ

m

m’ m’

Renormalization of 
single particle energy 

due to 
Δ-hole excitation

more binding (attractive)

m

Δ

m

m’
single
particle 
states

Another valence
particle in state m’



Most important message with Fujita-Miyazawa 3NF

+

Renormalization
of single particle 

energy

Δ

m

mm’

m’

m

Δ

m

m’

same

Monopole part of
Fujita-Miyazawa
3-body force

Pauli blocking
m

mm’

m’

Δ

Effective monopole 
repulsive interaction



(i) Δ-hole excitation in a 
conventional way Δ-hole dominant

role in 
determining
oxygen drip line

(ii) EFT with Δ

(iii) EFT incl. contact
terms (N2LO)



Δ (Effective) two-body interaction

constant change of
single-particle energy

If the origin is
“forgotten”, 

This is what happened
in “microscopic theories”,
leading to wrong drip line.

N N

NN

N

NN

N

or

What was wrong with “microscopic theories” ?

Observed in NN scattering

present
picture



Ground-state energies of 
oxygen isotopes

Drip line

NN force + 3N-induced NN force
(Fujita-Miyazawa force)

O, Suzuki, Holt, O, Schwenk, Akaishi, PRL 105 (2010)



A future direction associated with EMMI Neutron-Matter

Inclusion of more correlations from realistic 
nuclear forces. 

CPU: Fujitsu SPARC64  VIIIfx CPU 
(8cores, 128GFLops)

total > 80k CPUs (>640k core)
memory： 16GB/1CPU  total >1PB
Peak speed： 10 PFlops or more

Test operation starts in April, 2011

Large-scale nuclear structure calculation is one of the
major projects at the initial phase (~5 years) with certain 
emphasis on applications to nuclear-energy related data.



Monte Carlo Shell Model + extrapolation

dimension in conventional diagonalization : 1.7 x 1014

Based on Mizusaki and Imada,
PR C67, 041301 (2003)

Shimizu, Utsuno, Mizusaki, Otsuka 
and Honma, submitted (2010) ; 
soon in arXiv nucl-th

Example : 64Ge  with 40Ca core (24 active fermions)

conventional with truncation

MCSM + extrapolation



An EMMI outcome
in collaboration with Roth

MCSM ab-initio calculation with UCOM interaction

Liang Liu, Ph.D thesis (U. Tokyo, 2010) 

in spsdpf shell



Summary
1. Monopole interactions : effects magnified in neutron-rich nuclei

2. Tensor force combined with central force : a unified description
particularly for proton-neutron monopole correlation.  

-> N=20 Island of inversion, 42Si, ７８Ni, 100Sn, Sb, 132Sn, Z=64,…
Tensor force in nuclear medium is very similar to the bare one.
This central force may be a challenge for microscopic theories.

3. Fujita-Miyazawa 3-body force produces repulsive effective 
interaction between valence neutrons in general.

The spacings between neutron single-particle levels can become 
wider as N increases, and new magic numbers may arise.
Examples are shown for O and Ca isotopes with visible effects.

<-->  shell quenching 

4. Structure change on top of the shell evolution 
->  diagonalization with super computer  



Collaborators  

T. Suzuki        Nihon U.
M. Honma        Aizu
Y. Utsuno         JAEA
N.  Tsunoda      Tokyo
K. Tsukiyama   Tokyo 
M. H.-Jensen    Oslo

A. Schwenk Darmstadt
J. Holt          ORNL
K. Akaishi      RIKEN



Dominant monopole forces are due to 

+V

μ=1 fm

Quick Summary

+

FM 3NF

basic binding variation of
shell structure

limit of 
existence



E N D
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